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At its si,~t;_ ing of 18 Apri.l 1980 the European Parliament. referr.ed:the
motio(l for a re~olution tabled by Mr MAHER, pursuant to Rule· 47 .o·f fhe Rules
of Procedure, on Commu11ity fore.stry
policy (Doc. 1.,.122/80),
to the Coramittee
.
.
on Agriculture as the coMittee. responsible, and to the C~mmitt'' .Of'l. Regional
Policy and Regional Planning and the Committee on the Environment~ PtJbl.ic··
Health and Consumer Protection for opinions.
At i.ts meeting of 3 Jun~ 1980 the .committee on Agriculture
up a report and appointed Mr GATTO rapporteur.

·decid~d;

to draw

At its sitting of 13 September 1982 the European Parliament ·referred the
motions for resolutions tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
by Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI, on the protection of Mediterranean forests (Dc>'c.
1-517/82), and Mr KYRKOS, on urgent measures for the reafforestation and
protection from fire of forest areas in Greece and other European c~ntries
(Doc. 1-562/82>, to the Committee on Agriculture as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer.
.
Protection, the Committee on Regional Pol icy and Regional Planni·ng and
... 't.he
Committee on Budgets, for opinions.
'

\'

At its sitting of 15 November 1982 the European Parliament· referre.d the
motion for a resolution tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
!.
by Mr COSTANZO and others, on specific Community action for the- protection,
'
'
enlargement and preservation of the forestry resources of the Medi~erranean
regions (Doc. 1-815/82), to the Committee on Agriculture as the .commi·ttee
responsible and to the Committee on Regional Policy ·and Regi.onaL Pta·n~.ing, the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection and the Committee on Budgets, for:·
l
opinions.
I

I

At its sitting of 11 October 1982 the European Parliament. refert"e~:r'the·
-·
.
motion for a resolution tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of· Pro~edure
by Mrs DE MARCH and others, on emergency aid following serious forest fires in
the Mediterranean regions (Doc. 1-650/82>, to the Committee on AgricC~ltui'e· as
the committee responsible and to the Committee on Regional Poli.c.y · ·~ri~· Reg.ional
Planning, to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Cons'Uifter
.. :
.... .
Protection and the Committee on Budgets for opinions.
'
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At its sitting of 7 March 1983 the European Parliament referred the motion
for a resolution tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure by
Mr BOCKLET and others, on the death of woodlands <Doc. 1-1268/82>, to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection as the
committee responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture and the Committee
on Energy and Research, for opinioni.
At its sitting of 11 April 1983 the European Parliament referred the
motion for a resolution tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
by Mr von WOGAU and others, on the death of trees in the Black Forest {Doc.
1-27/83>, to the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection as the committee responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture
and the Committee on Energy and Research, for opinions.
At its meetings of 30 September - 1 October 1982, 2 December 1982 and
26 and 27 May 1983, the Committee on Agriculture decided to include these
motions for resolutions in the GATTO report.
The draft report was considered during the meetings of 16-17 February
1981, 23-24 June 1981, 1-2 December 1982, 24-25 February 1983 and 26-27 May
1983.
At this last meeting the motion for a resolution was adopted by 18
votes to 1, with 3 abstentions.
The following took part in the vote: Mr Curry, chairman; Mr Fruh,
Mr Colleselli and Mr Delatte, vice-chairmen; Mr Gatto, rapporteur;
Mrs Barbarella (deputizing for Mr Papapietro>, Mr Blaney, Mr Clinton,
Mr Cottrell (deputizing for Mr Provan>, Mr Dalsass, Mr Eyraud, Mr Goerens
(deputizing for Mr Nielsen), Mr Helms, Mrs Herklotz, Mr Klepsch {deputizing
for Mr Bocklet), Mr Maher, Mr Marek, Mrs Martin, Mr Salzer {deputizing for
Mr Ligios>, Mr Thareau, Mr Vitale and Mr Woltjer.
The report was tabled on 31 May 1983.
The opinions of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning and
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection are
annexed to this report.
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment decided not to deliver an
opinion.
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A

The Committee on Agriculture hereby submits to the European Parliament the
following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement:
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on Community forestry policy
The European Parliament,
having regard to the motions for resolutions:
by Mr MAHER on Community forestry policy (Doc. 1-122/80),
by Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI on the protection of Mediterranean forests (Doc.
1-517/82),
by Mr KYRKOS on urgent measures for the reafforestation and protection
from fire of forest areas in Greece and other European countries <Doc.
1-562/82),
by Mr COSTANZO and others on specific Community action for the protection,
enlargement and preservation of the forestry resources of the
Mediterranean regions <Doc. 1-815/82>,
by Mrs DE MARCH and others on emergency aid following serious forest fires
in the Mediterranean regions (Doc. 1-650/82>,
by Mr BOCKLET and others on the death of woodlands (Doc. 1-1268/82>,
by Mr von WOGAU and others on the death of trees in the Black Forest (Doc.
1-27/83),
having regard to the report by the Committee on Agriculture and the
opinion of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning and the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (Doc.
1-388/83),
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having regard to the situation outlined in the report by Mr Albertini
(Doc. 1-184/79, of 10 May 1979>, the cases which inspired it and the
action taken by the Council,
having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community
and in particular Article 39,
having regard to Regulation 269/79 of 6 February 1979

1

establishing a

common measure for forestry in certain Mediterranean zones of the
Community,
having regard to the Communication from the Commission to the Council on
2
Forestry Policy in the Community, 1 December 1978 ,
A.

Considering the significance of forests and woodland areas for all the
countries in the Community and for the well-being of the peoples both
economically and environmentally,

B.

considering the Community's crucial foreign dependence on wood and wood
products which rank second to oil on the list of imported raw materials,

c.

considering that the dangers of this dependence will increase dramatically
towards the end of this century because of deforestation and increasing
demand for timber from developing countries,

D.

whereas only 40% of Community timber requirements are met from its own
production and Community consumption of forestry and woodland products is
currently increasing at twice the rate of production,

E.

whereas Community forests are ageing and it is necessary to protect future
supplies by ensuring the availability of forests at all stages of growth,

F.

whereas there is a massive wastage of wood at all stages of both
harvesting and processing, and the waste is a potential source of energy
production,

1 OJ No. L 38, 14 February 1979
2 COM(78) 621 final - Doc. 542/78
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G.

considering that there are close links between forestry policy and
agricultural and regional policy, as large areas of marginal and
sub-marginal agricultural land suitable for forestry occur in the poorest
regions of the Community,

H. considering the effect reafforestation is likely to have on direct
employment and ancillary activities- both upstream and downstreamconnected with forestry and wood processing,
I.

having regard to the fact that in certain regions the income deriving from
timber could be greater than that provided by the present use of the soil,
and that forestry, in particular short rotation forestry for energy
production, could provide crucial additional income for smaller farmers
thus helping to stem the exodus from outlying areas,

J.

considering the importance of this sector in relation to the environment,
recreation and tourism and the need to take account of the requirements of
productive forestation in the drawing up of programmes to safeguard and
protect nature, in order to make them compatible,

K.

considering the Long growth cycle of trees,

L.

in view of the fact that forests are being increasingly damaged and stocks
jeopardized by the effects of civilization, forest fires, atmospheric
pollutants etc.,

M.

considering the progress made with the development of biomass as an energy
source, the potential of Low-quality timber industry surpluses and waste
as such a source, and the potential of short rotation forestry,

N.

aware of the obstacles to improved exploitation of Community forestry
resources which are constituted by the pattern of forest ownership, the
Low returns on investment in forestry development, the disincentives
resulting from patterns of taxation and the inadequate availability of
information on forestry methods and potential,
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1.

Vigorously criticizes the Council's complete failure to act in response to
the Commission's forestry proposals of 19781 ;

2.

Urges the Commission of the European Economic Community and the Council of
Ministers to draw up a comprehensive common policy on forests and
woodlands embracing all aspects of the problem and its environmental,
economic, social and cultural implications and to present to the European
Parliament at the earliest possible date a proposal containing precise
details and solutions to the various aspects of the problem, taking into
account:

I.

overall and national production figures, actual requirements and the
extent of reliance on imports;

II.

the surface areas currently under forestation and the scope for planting
new areas, bearing in mind the crisis in certain marginal agricultural
zones, the need for creating employment in forestry, farming and related
activities and for greater rationalization of forestry and farming
activities;

III.

the potential for direct or indirect employment both in the sphere of
immediate production and the more rational use of natural resources;

IV.

the role of forestry in regul&ting the water table, preventing erosion
and improving climatic conditions;

V.

the scientific problems relating to production methods, diseases
affecting trees (cypress, elm, chestnut, poplar) their use in the domain
of secondary energy and biomass and research into the causes of the
death of extensive areas of forest;

VI.

the coordination with an overall rural and regional policy which would
take account of natural, territorial, climatic and precipitation
factors;

T~;M(78)
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VII.

the problems of forestry protection particularly from fire, and measures
to combat the death of extensive areas of forest;

VIII

the coordination within the Community of legislation - in
the fiscal Level - of transactions, incentives, technical
national projects and initiatives, also of the particular
capital transfer taxes and death duties in certain Member

particular at
aids and
burdens of
States;

IX.

the coordination within the Community of the specifications governing
the emission and immission of air-borne pollution which threatens forest
stocks, e.g. in the form of acid precipitations (acid rain>;

X.

the encouragement of investment in the forestry sector and the study of
the guarantees for these investments, which are productive only in the
medium/long-term, recognizing that a system of regular payments on
account in advance of profits will be necessary for any worthwhile
scheme of small farm production in Low grade land areas;

XI.

a comprehensive strategy with regard to imports of timber to prevent
dumping practices, manipulation of prices, monopolies, etc.;

XII.

the financial commitments necessary for establishing by at least the
year 2000 the general conditions for remedying the Community forest and
woodland deficit;

XIII. the long-term prospects for wood as a natural and renewable alternative
to artificial products such as plastic whose production requires high
energy consumption and causes pollution, and uses principally
non-renewable raw material;
XIV.

the expansion of Community services responsible for forestry policy;

XV.

the qualitative improvement of damaged woods,
cultivation safeguarding existing top-soils,
conversion of copses,
service roads,
hydrogeological protection,

WPUc46l
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forestry planning,
general and special inventories,
development of regional knowledge;
3.

Acknowledges the legal and budgetary difficulties which inhibit the
implementation of a genuine Community forestry policy but feels that they
can be overcome if an effective political will exists;

4.

Calls on the Commission to develop an active policy of improved
information on forest management and new techniques, intended in
particular to assist small private owners to develop their resources;

5.

Calls on the European Investment Bank and the Commission to take steps to
ensure that the Bank in future makes loans to encourage afforestation,
forest development and energy plantations;

6.

Calls on the Council, on the basis of proposals from the Commission, to
devote increased resources to research and pilot projects on biomass, in
particular energy from forest wastes and short rotation forestry;

7.

Feels that until a comprehensive forestry policy is formulated the
Commission and the Council could take immediate and specific initiatives
in this sector, for example:
(a)intergrated programmes for individual regions of the Community with
coordinated aid from the various Community funds;
(b)special programmes for agricultural and forestry development for
specific regions and producers;
(c)measures by the EAGGF - Guidance Section for structural improvements
(d)strengthening of the aforementioned regulation for afforestation in
certain arid zones of the Mediterranean and its extension to other
zones, particularly to mountain areas, with suitable instruments to
combat erosion and avalanches;
(e)harmonization of national legislation in this field;
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(f) financial and fiscal aid for the utilization of copses and their
conversion into forests;
, (g) aid through insurance companies and other means for protection against
risks arising from natural disasters and fires;
(h) adoption of appropriate public instruments to support the marketing of
timber;
(i) effective measures to research and combat the death of forests in Europe;

0

0

0

8.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and the
Commmission of the European Communities.
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8

Explanatory statement
INTRODUCTION
Various detailed surveys have been carried out by the Commission on
different aspects of forestry policy, notably:
- forestry problems and their effects on the environment in the Member States
of the EEC in the series 'Information on agriculture' November 1976;
- forests and forestry in the Member States of the EEC, June 1978;
-the communication from the Commission to the Council concerning forestry
policy in the EC, December 1978.<1>
This Last document included a draft proposal for a Council resolution concerning the objectives and principles of forestry policy and a draft proposal
for a Council decision to set up a Standing Forestry Committee.
In addition in July 1978 the Economic and Social Committee of the EEC
presented a particularly interesting report by Mr MAHER on the future of
forestry in the Community. Other major publications on this issue include
those by the FAO and the ECE (Economic Commission for Europe) of the UN in
Geneva. The aims and scope of this report are not therefore to provide an
exhaustive picture of all the general aspects of Community forestry policy
since they have been examined in depth in the above documents, although these
should be referred to for a thorough analysis and all the relevant facts.
The first part of this report will merely outline the most important general
aspects of the problem and will take account of the discussions which have
taken place in the committee.

(1)

COMC78) 621 final, 1 December 1978, Doc. 542/78
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In the second part the rapporteur will dwell at greater length on what he
considers to be the essence of the entire debate on forestry policy. given the
vital importance of such a policy (briefly referred to in the first part of
the report>, what substantive possibilities are there for action at Community
level?
Should the repsonsibility for policy initiatives be left almost entirely
to the individual Member States as has so far been the case, should attempts
be made to harmonize and consult at Community level, or are specific, detailed
measures called for such as the regulation establishing a common measure for
forestry in the arid zones of the Community?
Should a common market organization for timber be established similar to
those for most other natural products? If so, how should the legal, financial
and political problems of such an organization be resolved?
In the rapporteur's view these are the most important questions to be
considered: if the European Parliament intends to contribute towards a dynamic
Community policy it will have to put forward realistic proposals on these
points.
first part
The importance and problems of forestry policy
1. The importance of forests and of proper management by the authorities or
private owners can be considered from various angles. The major consideration is probably economic: the Community has to import roughly 60% of its
requirements, 200 million cubic metres of wood annually, which amounts to
between 8-9,000 million ECU, second only to its expenditure on oil imports.
Production
2. Community production falls short of requirements. It is currently around
74 million cubic metres <1>; France is the major producer with 29 million
cubic metres followed by Germany (27 million) far ahead of Italy (8 million>

and the United Kingdom (4 million).

<1> Source. EUROSTAT, Forestry statistics for 1979.
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Forest land in the Community of the Nine covers about 32 miltion hectares,
with France accounting for 14.7 million hectares followed by Germany (7.2
million) and Italy (6.3 million).
The average Community yield per hectare is roughly 2.3 m /ha with high
rates in Germany, Belgium, and Denmark (3.7 -3.8 m /ha) and very low rates in
Italy <1.2 m /ha) and Ireland <0.9 m /ha).
High forest trees make up 66.4% of Community forests. They represent
nearly all the forests in Denmark (99%), United Kingdom (98%) and Germany
(94%).
Imports
3. The Community trade deficit in wood is increasing. According to the
Commission's estimates between now and the year 2000 requirements will
increase by 2% every year while production, which covers Less than half these
requirements, will only increase by about 1% annually. Massive imports due in
part to the relatively low cost of timber from third countries and to the high
production costs of Community wood are exposing the Community to considerable
risk as is the case with other raw materials, particularly oil: the
inevitable trend towards uncontrolled price increases, the exhaustion or
blocking of some of the regular sources of supply (Northern Europe, USSR,
Canada, tropical countries>; the tendency on the part of third countries to
increase exports of semi-processed or finished products instead of rough
timber thereby depriving the Community of the added value of processing.
Thus, in order to reduce the Community trade deficit, it is essential to
expand wood production, not in the hope of achieving absolute self-sufficiency
but in order to protect the Community as far as possible from the
uncertainties of a world market in which even renewable raw materials such as
wood are becoming scarcer and more expensive.
Social problems and employment
4. It is difficult to give an accurate figure for the number of people
engaged in the production of wood, either directly involved in forestry
operations or more especially in furniture production and the many other
br~nches of wood utilization.
In Italy alone there are an estimated 500,000
Pt:~JP ~· : ~·"
,·, :.'
:n this sector. It is widely accepted that for every worker
emrJ~''/ \!d ·,11 'i"l'.:! forestry sector there are at least three in downstream
1

·i ndtJ', t r·i es.
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The rational exploitation of forests as a means of combating unemployment,
now around the 12 million mark in Europe, should form one of the major
objectives of a Community forestry policy.
Some Member States have already set up schemes for the re-deployment of
workers temporarily made redundant by firms in difficulties to forestry
maintenance, cutting paths, clearing the undergrowth and so on. This
temporary stop-gap which is often merely another form of welfare could be
converted through a rational forestry policy into a useful and permanent
source of productive employment for many people.
Aside from its major function of providing jobs the forest also plays a
significant social function in recreation, Leisure, tourism and improving the
quality of life particular in proximity to heavily populated urban areas.
Ecology and the environment
At least as significant as its economic value is the indispensible role
played by the forest in the preservation and protection of the human
environment.
5.

- protection against erosion by water and wind;
-prevention of flooding and landslips;
-climatic improvement;
- counteracting atmospheric pollution;
-habitat for many species of wild life;
- beautification of the countryside, etc.
These factors are of particular significance in the Mediterranean regions
of the Community where they are linked to the protection of the water table
and of grazing lands. It should be mentioned that one of the main causes of
deterioration and erosion of Mediterranean forests is indiscriminate grazing.
This calls for rational and comprehensive management of wood- and farmland in
order to prevent irreversible damage to forest areas and to remedy the current
conflict in certain areas between forestry and wild Life needs.

WP0246E
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The ecological function of the forest is also of vital importance, albeit
in different ways, in non-Mediterranean countries where it acts in providing
windbreaks, controlling sand dunes, and draining the soil etc.
Renewable energy
6 .. The build-up of new forestry resourr.es for energy requirements is an issue
which at present appears to concern only the Third World. A survey carried
out by the FAO on the situation of firewood in developing countries shows that
in 1980 roughly 2,000 million people, three-quarters of the population of
these countries, depended on firewood for their daily domestic energy needs
(cooking, heating). About 100 million people were suffering from shortages of
wood while forestry resources are practically exhausted in the case of
105 million. These countries face a deficit of about 400 million m /year.

By

the year 2000 the FAO estimates that 2,500 million people will be affected by
shortages or lack of firewood with a deficit of 960 million m /year.
But although the situation in the developing countries is precarious, the
EEC is also looking increasingly to wood as a source of renewable energy as a
result of the increasing costs and shortages of traditional energy sources.
The exploitation of forests for energy means calls for a fuller use of lower
quality varieties of wood, of marginal woodland, of residues, branches, bark
and underbrush for producing energy (biomass> and an improvement in the
technological and economic process of energy conversion. A study carried out
in Sweden forecasts that by the year 2000 roughly half the country's energy
requirements could be met by these so-called 'energy factors'. Whatever the
estimates, this is obviously a vital element of forestry policy. A further
element to be borne in mind is the substitution of wood for products such as
plastic where production requires large amounts of energy.
Need for a forestry policy
I.

There are at Least five valid reasons to support an expansion of forestry

policy:

the inadequacy of Community production and the foreign trade deficit;
the c··~ation of jobs and the improvement of living standards in depressed
rural areas;

WP0246E
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the protection of the environment and the provision of recreational areas;
worsening energy problems;
the prevention of forest fires.
While these considerations clearly indicate the need for a new approach
towards forestry policy, there are many serious obstacles even leaving aside
those of a financial and legal nature which we shall consider in greater
detail in the second part. Some of the main difficulties are outlined below.
Problems of afforestation
8.

The greatest difficulties in the successful implementation of a forestry

policy are the slow growth cycle which by comparison with agriculture takes at
least ten years and sometimes several decades to become productive; the
diversity of ownership- both public and private- with highly fragmented
private ownership; legal, administrative and fiscal obstacles.

WP0246E
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Ownership of forestry
9. 607. of forests are privately owned while the remaining 40% is divided rore
or less evenly between the state and other public bodies as shown in the
following table for the 9 Community countries (data for Greece not available):

Table of forest ownership in the nine EEC countries

Areas 1 000 Ha
STATE
Other
public
bodies

State

Private

Total

75
135

220

320

625

50

2,250

1,800

285
3,150

470
7,200

1,720

2,480

13,950
330

Luxembourg
Nederland

250
350
5
85

9,750
80

2,150
30

3,800
50

6,300
85

50

175

United Kingdom

880

1,140

310
2,020

18,750

31,280

Belgique
Danemark
Deutschland
France
Ireland
Ita Li a

EEC

5,750

6,780

Private forests are highly fragmented: there are an estimated 3 million
woodland owners who actually depend little on forestry for their Livelihood.
While publicly owned woodlands are often managed more efficiently and
provide opportunities for Long-term investment, private owners tend only to
make improvements or investments for guaranteed short-term returns and
otheprise ;,re Likely to neglect the property entirely.

1i1pr),;~46E
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It is difficult for governments to impose compulsory measures on private
owners: .they can but provide incentives for setting up associations of
woodland owners to combat the effects of fragmentation of ownership and to
encourage rational management.
Legal, administrative and fiscal obstacles
10. Problems of a legal, administrative or fiscal nature prevent the expansion
of an effective forestry policy in the Member States, particularly in the case
of private ownership. Regulations vary from one state to another and the
absence of any harmonization at Community level creates distortions in the
conditions of competition. Legal regulations usually involve restrictions or
bans on the exploitation of forests or the diversion of its use, and various
constraints on free utilization by the owners which are often vague and
inappropriate to providing a proper balance between production and
conservation.
Administrative obstacles consist largely of over-restrictive planning and
programming and in over-complex procedures and authorizations for owners.
Fiscal obstacles are undoubtedly the greatest: forestry investment is
inherently productive only in the long-term and requires specific forms of
taxation. Land taxes on the other hand, inappropriate forms of income tax and
disparities in VAT rates conspire against a rational forestry policy in some
Member States.
A dual plan of action is needed:
within the Member States, the application of a system of taxation more
consonant with the needs of forestry investment and, as far as possible,
the elimination of other legal and administrative obstacles;
in the Community as a whole, achieving some form of harmonization
outlining the objectives to be achieved and the most appropriate fiscal
measures in order to arrive at consensus on the forestry strategies of the
different Member States and greater uniformity in the methods adopted.

WP0246E
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Incentives
11. The very nature of forestry investment which is inherently long-term and
yields only low returns in the short term, requires an urgent effort on the
part of the Member States to coordinate their intervention with the specific
objectives of forestry policy. As in the case of taxation, the system of
incentives will require a certain degree of harUQnization at Community level
to prevent distortions bf competition.
Direct aids <subsidies, loans at reduced rates> and indirect aids (tax and
other exemptions) vary both in size and nature from state to state, hence the
need for some form of harmonization. New forms of assistance should be
considered to encourage private owners to make investments with the prospect
of returns only within a few decades. The Committee on Agriculture has put
forward suggestions including the provision of guarantees, through appropriate
insurance arrangements, for owners who create new plantations or to guarantee
them a certain annual income as a kind of advance payment on future profits.
Other forms of aid for forestry work, prevention and combat of forestry
fires, purchase of machinery, supply of seedlings, etc., could be provided on
a wider and more permanent basis than the current discriminatory and piecemeal effort.

~F0~46E
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PART II
REALISTIC POSSIBILITIES FOR COMMUNITY ACTION
1. The forestry situation has changed little since the report by Mr Albertini
(Doc. 184/79 of 10 May 1979) on the communication from the Commission to the
Council concerning forestry policy in the Community.
This communication set out quite clearly the objectives of forestry
policy, namely increased production of wood, in which the Community has a
serious deficit, the conservation and improvement of the environment and
promotion of the recreational function of forests. The Commission document
went on to outline the national and Community instruments it considered
necessary to achieve these objectives, ranging from a series of guidelines to
followed by the Member States at the national Level to the coordination of
legislation at Community level, systems of taxation and incentives, scientific
research and statistical information. A Standing Forestry Committee was to
have studied on a Community basis all the national and European initiatives in
this sector and to have provided valuable assistance to the Commission.
be

2.

However the Council of Ministers reacted to the Commission's proposal as
it had done to similar proposals, notably that of 1974 for a directive for
forestry measures to encourage and finance the afforestation of marginal
agricultural Land, the conversion of low productivity woodland into productive
forest and the building and improvement of forest roads.
3. At various meetings last year of the Special Committee on Agriculture of
the Council of Ministers one national delegation stated quite clearly that its
agreement on the resolution in question concerning the objectives and
principles of forestry policy would depend on the inclusion of a statement in
the minutes that the resolution would impose no financial burden on the
Community either within or outside the framework of the EAGGF. Two
delegations subsequently vetoed the setting up of the proposed standing
committee.

In view of this the European Commission had declared that it reserved the
right to withdraw its proposals but to date the threat has not been followed
up.

WP0246E
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4. The only positive action taken by the Council in the forestry sector
concerns certain Mediterranean regions of the Community (Mezzogiorno and South
of France) <1>. 184 million EUA have been allocated over five years for
reafforestation, the improvement of damaged woodland, construction of forest
roads and protection against fire.
Other action of a more Limited scope has been taken in individual
regions. For example, measures relating to forestry are Laid down in
Regulation 1820/80 on the stimulation of agricultural development in the
Less-favoured areas of the West of Ireland (2), and in two programmes for
integrated development, one for the Western Isles of Scotland (3) and one for
the French Department of Lozere relating to the renovation of chestnut
plantations (4).

5. There are two main reasons why a forestry policy at Community Level is
still at the embryonic stage:
the budgetary aspect, particularly in the current period of crisis when
attempts are being made to keep to a minimum agricultural expenditure
already decided under existing regulations and the consequent rejection of
the idea of establishing new Legislative measures which may prove costly;
the legal aspect, invoked by the Member States who are reluctant to·
delegate responsibility for the forestry sector to the Community.
o.

The financial objections require little further elucidation.

the concern

part of some Member States that new Community initiatives might prove
ic be an endless drain is understandable although the claim that shifting

or1 ~he

re\ponsibility for mismanagement in some sectors of agriculture to new sectors
which we should rely on in the long-term is curious to say the least.

(

,1'·

Reg. 269/79, 6.2.1979 - OJ No. L 38, 14.2.1979
14.7.1980, p. 1
OJ No. L 197, 20.7.1981, p. 6
Peq. '(0/81, OJ No. L 197, 20.7.1981, p. 9

o.J No. L 180,
k· ~·· 1'139101.,
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There are certain formal grounds for the second objection even though the
strength of the case for for a Community forestry policy shows that the real
obstacle is lack of political will rather than legal difficulties.
Your rapporteur is of course aware that the list of products governed by
the Common Agricultural Policy contained in Annex II of the EEC Treaty
includes cork but not wood in general which, in the view of some Member
States, constitutes an insuperable obstacle to establishing a common forestry
policy at least within the framework of the Common Agricultural Policy and the
EAGGF.
The Albertini report (Doc. 184/79) pointed out that the main difficulty s
was political rather than legal. If it genuinely desired to formulate a
policy in this sector, apart from the fact that a precedent exists with the
7.

action already taken in Mediterranean areas, the Council could resort to
Article 235 of the Treaty which provides for the possibility of a unanimous
decision by the Council if action should prove necessary to attain one of the
objectives of the Treaty even where the Treaty has not provided the necessary
powers. The Council could also, where necessary, refer to other legal areas
depending on the effect any measures might have on other sectors such as the
environment, phytosanitary and structural sectors, free moveuent of goods,
protection of forests and others.
The examples quoted of measures taken in Ireland and in certain limited
areas of the Community are revealing: forestry measures connected with
structural objectives have been included in more general regulations relating
to the economic and agricultural development of these regions.
It should be added that if it was felt that Community action should be
limited to the coordination of national policies and should not extend to the
setting up of an actual common market organization for wood it would not be
necessary to devise complicated legal mechanisms. And yet no attempt has been
or seems likely to be made to do even this.
In conclusion, both the Committee on Agriculture and, subsequently,
Parliament face an uphill task in Community terms. There is resolute
opposition to a problem of enormous ~ignificance which calls for an urgent
econ0mic solution as well as a humane gesture of faith towards the future. The
8.
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Commission's latest proposals, which merely laid down general Community-wide
objectives and left the Member States with the choice of the most suitable
methods for attaining them, have been blocked within the Council and have
scant chance of making progress. Although a sense of duty demands that
pressure continue to be applied for more positive progress, no illusions
should be entertained at the present time as to the likelihood of achieving at
Community Level the necessary common organization for forestry products
boasting all the mechanisms governing the various agricultural products:
import levies, export rebates, price supports.
9. The Community could be persuaded however to take a series of more limited
but still useful initiatives. The following, while not representing an
exhaustive list of the possibilities, might be considered:
specific measures for given areas or regions of the Community providing
for financial support for forestry activities, afforestation in marginal
agricultural areas, plantation of windbreaks, improvement in local
forestry products and so on;
whenever possible, to include aid for forestry within structural
programmes throughout the Community;
to provide for Community aid to certain sectors: prevention of forest
fires, combating disease in certain species (cyprus, elm, chestnut, ·
poplar>, scientific research;
to coordinate specific national measures on forestry e.g. with regard to
imports, by formulating an overall long-term strategy;
to issue directives where possible on fiscal harmonization in the forestry
sector, national aids, investment;
to promote within the Community joint research programmes in the different
branches of biology and forest management;
to extend gradually the aforementioned regulation on arid Mediterranean
zones to include other zones and to increase the finance allocated.
0

0
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ANNEX I

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT 1-122/80)
tabled by Mr MAHER
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure
on Community forestry policy

fbe European Parliament,
- having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Econoaic COmmunity
and in particular Article 39 thereof,

•

- havinq regard to the need for the rational development of the common
aqricultural policy,
- whereas imports of wood and fore1try product• come 1econd after
petroleum among the raw material• imported into the Community, and
consumption of these product• ia ri1ing twice a1 fa1t a1 production,
- whereas European foreata are growing older and it will be nece1aary
to protect auppliel in the future in particular by ensuring the
availability to the community of forests at all staqea of growth,
- having regard to the difficulties which industries baaed on forestry
product• are experiencinq at present in the community,
- having reqard to the contribution afforestation can make in creating
employment in particular underdeveloped regions a1 well aa in other
areas and also the possibilities for employment in the industries
depending upon timber,
- having regard to the fact that in certain regions the income deriving
from timber could be greater than that provided by the present uae of
the soil,
- havinq regard finally to the nece1sity to preserve th• existing
potential by reinforcing the laws for the protection of foresta, ~
by developing firefighting measure• in particular in the dry areas
of the Mediterranean,
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1.

Believes that forests, which cover 21% of the land aurface.of the
Community, can make an important contribution to employment,
regional policy, land use and envirqnmental protection,

2.

Hopes that the'oommunity will reconsider ita attitude towards
forestry taking into account the essent~al part it will play in
the future:

3.

Therefore invites the commission to put forward as quickly as possible
proposals to establish a common forestry policy, making special
provision for the creation of a common fund for foreatryr

4.

Instructs ita President to forward this resolution to the COuncil
and the COmmission.
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ANNEX II

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT 1-517/82)
tabled by Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
on the protection of Mediterranean forests

'Ille i::urogcan 'Parliarrent:,
-~~---

A.

... -

Aware of the we-alth wtuch the fo"edit.er.c.mccu• forests constitute for the
t".nvironrrent and q .• ality of life or the regions of southern Europe;

e<~onomy,

r\, f'«:')tinq t.nat the ~tP.trMe..an forest!'\ rU't'! threatened n-c:e ~a~eriously
th•.r•,n···t.'r before by t.IIP. 1ncrc.;l&! 1n lhn n~..r of f.iret~ Rince the tlCginninq
of 1982, C*ing to a pc-rs.istent drought;

c.

Point.inq out that 1n the French D1.1parttncnt of the Var alone, 1,250
have been rl\'<lC)cd hy fire during the laat six mont.!'.:>
duublt' t.hc Mnua 1 ..lVcraqc for· thj s part of the year)
•• :,cJ t hl\t rcunfall for thl~ last thrt!t! }'\:an shows a ck•hct t equivalent to
on•: ~'.lr'IL\ norrn.1l. rainf·all (1.5 litre.t of wat.erh
t~·t.,r~r. or forest
<t IMt j s no:-~ than

o.

Noting that. the Fre:.ch Goverl"'I'N!nt has made considerable budgetary
since Jul.y 1981 to t"!Olt>at at lon':J lMt tj.e dcteric>r~ •. ion or tht~ Meditf'rr.:u\Gi'll'\ forc~t .lnd t.l•at. the airhnrne !ire-f ghtlllCJ
( l('<~t., whose efhciency is universatly rc..:ocOCJnl.7.t r:, hlm ~n considerably
1"<' 1 r•forc,od;
·

.-,pprc"tlL'l'-'t:ons av<\ilc"\hle

E. Notinq tl\at hres rarely brf'ak out at the same time in all the rc<]ions
.1!1d that the ef!cetivcness of the fight against flres .. neorefore df-pcnds
(;n the acquis~tion of a large ilmount of sophisticated cquirment and above
all c.an the por.>linq of th1s cquipmen1: by its CIW!'\crs:
fo'. Not inq t:.hat. t-:Ur~l\)('an me.'l!·ureA to prot.ect Merl.it.crranean fot·c.sts lo«)uld
con! ;t· Ltute an 4f1propriat.e and judicihus appllcaticn of t:.h~! provisions of·
J\rticle 235 of the 'f,featy or Rane;

c..

Noting that the Ccmnunity's. M:oditerranean forf:sts extend fran the
french coast to ei\s~ ern Greece ar.d that a pooling of resources in such a
larcJe area would benefit every req1on concerned:
H. S· .rcss 1nq that the camu tm. ·nts undert~en by the Ccmnunity to as1:ist
the r-~d.i terranean regions must b:t translatec! into e••rly practical act ion
in <1s rr.,ny sect"''IS afl poseibler
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'I
l
I,

.

- ---

------------~-

1. Draws the a.t.terotim ot thiS CQIII'Usa;icn, the Coul'l~il and the 9over111Mnts
or t.l.e Mclrtlber St.lt.ttS \;u 41c.l ~verity of the dr~)nt. affcc:t.inc; the ~tct"ranean
rc.Jion~ ar.d requc::ots them to dt·aw the conclusions of this by 9rctnti~ t..hc~:e •
rcr~lOM l'OI'mlllnity funWJ as a m.ltter of ur~rency:
2.

Rcau('~t s the

tl'~mu·ct's

CO!t'u st-non··~to CU'If,>ile a. ~UTV<'Y w~ t.hin thr <X' I'IY)nths ot the

av;ulblc in t.he C0at'ITIUI1lty for U1e fight ag.linl't toroljt

firct~

oll'\'1

n f pr E'l'Pnt n ..aquucment.::i:
P.(·q'lt::!Sts it to sub'\it to thP. Council a progr..ume for acq\unng additional
f ''r the Ught ::1gainst !ires which could be acininistered by a body
CC(il1f>!1 'l' the re<Jions concern0d unoor the supervision of Camunity or
Lnlcrnnt.lonc:tl aut:h,ritios authorhcci to do so;

J.

rc.·~~· )ur,~<'s

·1.

:.i~.A~J'.Jl~st.s

t.hut it should

cnc~age

cooperat,i.on

s, •tt.•!li conce-rned by tht! matter;

bet~n

._n

the

~"<i1tcrrancan

4'\.
tk•I\!Csts the C.omus~:ion, tho Council llnd the ~r States to ~on::>idor
t h•' :-;. :f(~tj\.lc'U'dlng of Eurq:..Pc'U'I !ore$tS a~ a n•· w priority policy dur'inq the
<h~cu~~l<')ns conc~nu.nq the Cc.mnun1ty's cn1.•l·gement and the negotiations with
Ll 1«:? C<J\lnt' rica which have applied for cl(."Cession;

••·

frrt;t ruets its President. to fot-ward this relliOlutioo t.o the Ccmnission,
the qovetnllimtai of the 1'-\~ States attd the a'IUt\trics which

1111~ ~o:u\<~11,

helve dl)plied for .accession.1
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ANNEX III
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT 1-562/82)
tabled by Mr KYRKOS
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
on urgent measures for the reafforestation and protection from fire
of forest areas in Greece and other European countries

A.

having regard to the large-seale damage caused to Greece's forest resources
by the fires which broke out on 2 August 1982 in the Athens region and other
regions of the country, ravaging more than 15,000 hectares of forestland,

e. whereas forest fires caused by arson have been a regular occurrence in Greece
and other European countries in recent years,
C.

whereas the preservation of forest resources is of major importance for a
balanced ecological situation in Europe,

1.

Calls on the Commission to provide immediate financial aid for reafforestation
work in the regions ravaged by fire;

2.

Calls on the Commission to help finance measures to reinforce the infrastructure
for Greece's forest regions;

· 3.

4.

Draws the attention of the Commission, the Council and the governments of the
Member States to the need to coordinate their efforts to prevent and deal
effectively with forest fires;
Instructs its President to fQrward this resolution to the Commission, the
Council and the governmenti Qf the Meaber States.
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ANNEX IV

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT 1-815/82)
tabled by Mr COSTANZO, Mr KAZAZIS, Mr BARBAGLI, Mr STELLA, Mr GIUMMARRA,
Mr COLLESELLI, Mr MODIANO, Mr DIANA, Mrs CASSANMAGNAGO CERRETTI, Mr LIGIOS
and Mr ZECCHINO
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
on specific Community action for the protection, enlargement and
preservation of the forestry resources of the Mediterranean regions
Th~

A.
•

European Parliament,
Recalling ~arli~r debates and votes of th~ Europ~an Parliament on the
need for an increased political and financial commitment on the part
of the EEC in the forestry sector,

B.

Considering the poor results obtained in this respect by means of the
measures adopted so far by the Community under the Regional Fund, the
directives for the reform of agricultural structures and the regulations
forming part of what is known as the 'Mediterranean package',

C.

Considering that the benefits and products obtained from forests (healthy
natural surroundings, water supplies, soil stability, wood and raw
material for the manufacture of paper, etc.) are tending to become
increasingly scarce, which should be a cause for concern to all countries
of the Community and not only to the regions which are structurally
more arid and have l~ss forest,

D.

Considering that, especially in the southern regions of the EEC, forestry
resources ar~ cl~arly completely insufficient to me~t ~cological,
hydrogeological and production needs,

E.

Considering that the limited forestry resources of these southern regions
are the most ~xposed to and least protected against the destructiv~
eff~cts of fir~s,
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F.

~.

Considering, finally, that, above all in the mountain and hill areas
of less-favoured regions, work on fire prevention, on increasing the
areas covered by forest,. on the care and maintenance of the undergrowth
and on hydraulic and hydrogeological installations in forests may
represent an important source of employment for the local population,

Calls on the European Commission:
•

To submit as soon as possible 1 report to Parliament on the results
obtained so far by means of Community measures in the forestry sector,

-

To draw up a proposal for specific Community action, to be financed
by the various structural funds (Regional Fund, EAGGF, Social Fund>
supplemented as appropriate by special funds, so as to launch in the
southern regions of the Community, a series of multi-annual aid
.Programmes designed to deal, in conjunction with the Member States and
the regional authorities, with all the problems ~onnected with forestry
as a whole, with the aim of increasing the produetive and protective
function of woods and forests and of creating new and permanent sources
of employment for the local populations;
~

l.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission
and the Council of the European Communities and the Governments of the
Member States.
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOCUMENT

~-650/82)

~NNEX

V

tabled by Mrs DE MARCH, Mr BUCCHINI, Mr MARTIN, Mrs POIRIER and
Mr MAFFRE-BAUGE
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure
on emergency aid following serious forest fires in the Mediterranean
regions

A.

Considering that the Mediterranean forests constitute an important
asset for the regions of southern Europe, both from the economic
and from the ecological point of view,

e.

having regard to the serious consequences of the exceptionally
severe drought and of the fires which have ravaged the Mediterranean
forests and caused considerable damage to agriculture,

c.

fearing that these recurrent disasters are accelerating the process
of desertification of the Mediterranean regions,

D.

considering it necessary that efforts to prevent and combat fires
and reafforest the areas aff,cted should be continued a~ increased,

E.

believing that it is necessary and possible to save the Mediterranean
forests,

1.

Again draws the attention of the Commission and the Council to the
extent of the damage to the Mediterranean regions caused by forest
fires and the persistent drought;

2.

Calls on the Commission to grant emergency aid to the regions hit
by the fires and drought, as provided for under Community
regulations in the event of natural disasters;

3.

Requests the Commission and the Council to strengthen the provision
for fire-prevention in the Mediterranean regions;

4.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission
and the Council of the European Communities.
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